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Summary Description

Background

Many views have been expressed about software quality attributes, including maintainability, evolvability, portability, robustness, reliability, usability, and efficiency. These have formulated standards such as the ISO/IEC-9126 and the CMM. However, the debate about quality and maintainability between software producers, vendors and users is ongoing, while organizations need the ability to evaluate, from multiple angles, the software systems that they use or develop. So, is "Software quality in the eye of the beholder"?

This special session aims at feeding into this debate by establishing what the state of the practice and the way forward is.

Programme

The session brings together research and empirical contributions in areas including: Software quality attributes and measurement, Software quality assessment practice and automation, process monitoring, Software maintainability and quality standards. The provisional programme includes the following presentations:

- J. Moses, “Should We Try to Measure Software Quality Attributes Directly?”
- H. J. van den Brink, R. C. van der Leek, “Quality metrics for SQL queries embedded in host languages”
- T. Kuipers, “Maintainability Index Revisited”.
- J. Borchers, “Critical Success Factors for the Acceptance Testing of redeveloped Application Systems Experiences from a large industrial Project”.
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